Numerical and experimental study of a thermal probe for measuring groundwater velocity.
A thermal method for a rapid measurement of groundwater velocity, particularly in aquifers with preferential flow where groundwater velocities over tenths of (m/d) are expected, was studied. Some instruments for measuring groundwater velocity are based on the application of heat. Those consisting of a central heater surrounded by several thermistors seem adequate for the above purpose, but their measuring range lies below 30 md (meters per day) and there are few works about their theory. Based on the diffusion-convection-dispersion equation, an electrical model is proposed for representing this type of instruments and a theoretical study is presented in an attempt to extend their measuring range. The model can be excited with any shape of power or temperature signals, allows the signals to be feedbacked for controlling the heater's excitation, and includes the thermal features of the heater and thermistors. The model was validated through laboratory tests with velocities of up to 100 md and extrapolated up to 1000 md. Numerical results suggest that exciting the heater with constant temperature allows the measuring range of these probes to be extended.